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Selected Readings and Resources Available Online:


Additional Selected Readings:


**Selected Websites:**

http://www.splcenter.org - The Southern Poverty Law Center has many resources on its website including the regularly published Teaching Tolerance, Hatewatch, and the Intelligence Report..

http://www.tolerance.org - Companion website of the Southern Poverty Law Center for students and educators.

www.plymouth.edu/reslife/pdfs/diversity/.../Ten_Ways_Campus.pdf - *10 Ways to Fight Hate on Campus* booklet.


http://hatedirectory.com/ - Raymond Franklin regularly tracks hate groups online and publishes this directory of racial, religious, ethnic, gender and sexual orientation based hatred on the Internet.

**Videos:**

*Beyond Hate* – Princeton, NJ: Films for the Humanities & Sciences

*BLOOD in the Face* – New York: First Run Features.

*Hate groups USA* – Princeton, NJ: Films for the Humanities & Sciences.
